What They Are Saying...

“Some musical groups survive and even flourish, year after year, decade after decade. The Four Freshmen have endured for the simple reason that they are top in their class.” Charles Osgood, CBS Television commentator

“They continue to bring to audiences the excitement of swing and the beauty of ballads, and they do it with their unique and powerful brand of ‘Freshmen harmony’.” Salisbury Post

“Whether you know them from then or from now, that harmony is definitely designed to send chills down the spine… and it never fails.” The Truth

“The Four Freshmen have become known all over the world for their unique style of ‘Freshmen Harmony’. They have been imitated through the years by many singing groups, but none can catch that special quality in the many songs made famous by them.” Near Magazine

 “[Vince Johnson] featured some of the best whistling since Bing Crosby.” The Courier

“If one closed one’s eyes, Freshmen evergreens such as “Young and Foolish” sounded as fresh as they did a half a century ago when the original group rode atop both the jazz and pop charts.” The Topeka Capital-Journal

“Clearly, the ensemble’s mastery of subtle dynamics, clean articulation of lyrics and musical phrasing communicates the passion it feels for the music.” The Herald
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